
Dear Editor, 

Manuscript NO: 79608 

Can immediate postoperative radiographs predict outcomes in pediatric clubfoot? 

I really appreciate the reviewers and editorial team for the time and effort spent to 

improve the article and provide valuable comments. Herewith I submit the revised 

version of the article addressing the reviewer’s comments and the action taken have 

been mentioned below. 

Reviewer 2 Comments Authors Reply Action Taken 

1. Abstract: Replace the last 

sentence from Background to 

the methods. 

Thanks for the comment. I 

have already replaced the last 

sentence from Background to 

the methods as suggested. 

Abstract: 

methods 

2. Key words: the keywords 

reflect the focus of the 

manuscript; probably, it would 

be better to name also the 

tibiocalcaneal angle.  

Thanks for the valuable 

comment. I have added 

tibiocalcaneal angle in the 

keywords as suggested. 

Key words 

3. Background: The data 

presented in the Introduction 

describe well the problems 

studied and the importance of 

this research from a practical 

point of view. Better to move 

the paragraph with the 

method used in the Materials 

and methods section.  

Thanks for the comment. I 

have already moved the 

paragraph with the method 

used from the Introduction 

section to the Materials and 

methods section as 

suggested. 

Main text: 

Materials and 

methods 

4. Table 1 may be improved by 

presenting only one gender 

(the rest is straightforward) 

and compliance with bracing 

(only numbers for yes). 

Thanks for the keen 

observation. The table 1 is 

presented as suggested.  

Table 1 



5. Figure 1 may be enlarged to 

be better viewed (there could 

be 2x2 instead of 4 images 

inline). 

Thanks for the keen 

observation. I have improved 

the quality of figure. 

Figure 1 

6. References: The authors 

cited 24 papers in the field, 

only 5 more recent than 5 

years. Maybe that aspect could 

be improved by adding some 

more recent papers 

Thank you for the valuable 

comment. I already added 3 

more recent papers, there are 

published in 2021 and 2022 

(Reference 19, 23 and 24). All 

are cited in the Discussion 

section. 

References 

Company editor-in-chief 

Comments 

Authors Reply Action Taken 

1. Please provide the original 

figure documents. Please 

prepare and arrange the 

figures using PowerPoint to 

ensure that all graphs or 

arrows or text portions can be 

reprocessed by the editor.  

Figures are provided in 

Powerpoint format 

Figure file 

“79608-

Figures.pptx” 

2. If the picture is ‘original’, the 

author needs to add the 

following copyright 

information to the bottom 

right-hand side of the picture 

in PowerPoint (PPT): 

Copyright ©The Author(s) 

2022.  

This picture is original, I have 

already added “Copyright 

©The Author(s) 2022.” to the 

bottom right-hand side of the 

picture in PowerPoint (PPT). 

Figure file 

“79608-

Figures.pptx” 

3. Authors are required to 

provide standard three-line 

tables, that is, only the top line, 

The table styles have been 

revised as suggested. 

Table file 

“79608-

Tables.docx” 



bottom line, and column line 

are displayed, while other 

table lines are hidden. The 

contents of each cell in the 

table should conform to the 

editing specifications, and the 

lines of each row or column of 

the table should be aligned. Do 

not use carriage returns or 

spaces to replace lines or 

vertical lines and do not 

segment cell content.  

 


